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Abstract—Understanding protein-DNA interactions, specifically transcription factor (TF) and transcription factor binding site (TFBS)

bindings, is crucial in deciphering gene regulation. The recent associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery combines one-sided motif

discovery on both the TF and the TFBS sides. Using sequences only, it identifies the short protein-DNA binding cores available only in

high-resolution 3D structures. The discovered patterns lead to promising subtype and disease analysis applications. While the related

studies use either association rule mining or existing TFBS annotations, none has proposed any formal unified (both-sided) model to

prioritize the top verifiable associated patterns. We propose the unified scores and develop an effective pipeline for associated TF-

TFBS pattern discovery. Our stringent instance-level evaluations show that the patterns with the top unified scores match with the

binding cores in 3D structures considerably better than the previous works, where up to 90 percent of the top 20 scored patterns are

verified. We also introduce extended verification from literature surveys, where the high unified scores correspond to even higher

verification percentage. The top scored patterns are confirmed to match the known WRKY binding cores with no available 3D

structures and agree well with the top binding affinities of in vivo experiments.

Index Terms—Bioinformatics, protein-DNA interactions, motif discovery, TF-TFBS associated pattern discovery, binding rules

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

PROTEIN-DNA interactions play a fundamental and essen-
tial role in various genetic activities [1], [2]. The proteins

called transcription factors (TFs) recognize and bind to
short DNA regions called transcription factor binding sites
(TFBSs) in a sequence specific manner, and activate or
suppress the target gene expression. As the primary
protein-DNA interactions in gene regulation, TF-TFBS
bindings will be our focus throughout the paper. There
are numerous studies to decipher their patterns as a critical
component in understanding life and disease mechanisms
for bioengineering and therapeutic purposes [1], [3], [4], [5].

The protein-DNA interactions and their conserved
patterns can be categorized in different sequence resolu-
tions. There are substantial differences across full-length TF
sequences with lengths of hundreds of residues (amino
acids) and experimentally determined bound TFBS se-
quences with lengths within twenty residues (nucleotides
or base pairs bp). Despite the remarkable global sequence
differences, shorter consecutive regions of the TF sequences
are conserved and form binding domains, resulting in a

significantly smaller number of characteristic families [6],
[7]. These binding domains, with lengths of tens to around
one hundred residues, have similar 3D local structures and
sequence specific preferences for binding to TFBS patterns
of around several to 20 bp, which are called motifs. Even
shorter TF and TFBS subsequences critical for bindings can
be extracted from experimentally determined 3D protein-
DNA complex structures. In particular, atomic distances
can be measured between all pairs of TF and TFBS residues,
and the pairs with atoms �3:5 �A [8], [9] are considered
forming chemical (hydrogen) bonds of the bindings. We
denote the TF-TFBS subsequences with lengths (widths) of
several residues surrounding the bonding pairs as binding
cores [10], which can be considered as the sequence
representation of the interaction interfaces [11]. The binding
cores are the most critical parts of protein-DNA interactions and
are much shorter than the sequence lengths of the whole 3D
structures in the TF domain scale.

Identifying binding cores on both the TF and TFBS sides
is challenging experimentally. It requires resolving the
protein-DNA complex 3D structures that are deposited and
available in the protein data bank (PDB) [12]. Available
protein-DNA 3D structures are limited and far from
complete because of the experiment costs and difficulties.
For example, there is an over 10-time sequence-structure
gap regarding the number of known protein sequences and
that of known protein structures in PDB, and moreover,
many structures in PDB contain only single protein
domains but not the protein-DNA interaction complexes,
with no information of the binding cores (interfaces) [13].

On the other hand, experiments determining TF-TFBS
bindings at the sequence level are inexpensive with
abundant data. High-throughput experiments, such as in
vivo Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequen-
cing (ChIP-seq) [14], [15], [16], and in vitro protein binding
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microarray (PBM) [4], provide TF-TFBS binding sequence
data for full-length TFs and TF domains. Note that ChIP-seq
and PBM only provide high resolution on one side for the
TFBSs, and there are no sequence-level experiments to
directly dig out TF-TFBS binding cores. Diverse TF-TFBS
binding sequences curated from peer-reviewed publications
and experiments are collected in databases [17], [18].
Among the most representative ones, TRANSFAC [17]
contains comprehensive published eukaryotic TF full
sequences, their bound TFBSs and regulated genes. TFBSs
experimentally bound by the same TFs are compiled into
motifs, in the form of position weight matrices (PWMs) and
consensus strings. Although sequence-level data do not
directly provide the detailed information of binding cores,
they provide the binding relationships, and serve as the
most widely available information for discovering binding
patterns (the so-called motifs) as well as the corresponding
motif occurrences (the so-called instances). Regarding the
data in recent work [19], there are 7,664 TF and 26,786 TFBS
sequences from TRANSFAC while there are only 1,290 3D
protein-DNA structures for verification. Nevertheless, PDB
data serve as the most accurate verification sources to verify
predicted (associated) TF-TFBS patterns as binding cores
[19]. The PBM data available at UniProbe [4] can also be
used to verify associated patterns on the TFBS side (but not
the TF side) for their in vitro binding affinities.

The recent associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery [10], [19],

[20], [21] performs two-sided motif discovery and is able to

identify binding cores without any 3D structure or binding

domain information. Different from structure-based methods
limited by available PDB data [13] and numerous one-sided
motif discovery methods designed for only TFs or TFBSs
[1], the recent associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery
methods work on binding sequences and employ associa-
tion rule mining [10], [21] or link both TF motifs and TFBS
annotations [19] to discover two-sided patterns. The
resultant patterns, discovered without requiring PDB
training data [8], [9], [22], familial specific information or
binding domain knowledge [7], [23], [24], turn out to be
verifiable binding cores [19] and positively reflect familial
bindings [5].

However, none of the existing related methods [5], [10],
[19], [20], [21] has proposed a formal unified model to
quantitatively evaluate an associated pattern as a whole.
While these methods either employ association rule mining
measures such as support and confidence [25] or take
advantage of existing annotated TFBS motifs in TRANSFAC
[5], [19], the associated patterns cannot be scored or ranked
against each other directly and quantitatively. Therefore,
unified scores are desirable to shortlist and prioritize the
top associated patterns for further analysis or experiment
verification. Unified scores are especially useful for dis-
covering novel associated TF-TFBS patterns in scenarios
where annotations are noisy or not available, as more and
more high-throughput data are being generated [4], [14]. In
the long run, unified scores can serve as the basis for
advanced associated pattern modeling to better understand
regulatory and disease mechanisms as compared to one-
sided modeling.

In this paper, we propose two unified scores (namely
“sum” and “normalized” scores to be introduced) to
evaluate associated TF-TFBS patterns and develop an
effective pipeline to link up the TF and TFBS motif instances
to form and score associated patterns. Following the
background of related methods in Section 2, the methodol-
ogy is detailed in Section 3. Evaluation results reported in
Section 4 show that the top high-unified scores have
excellent match with the top high-verification performance
on existing PDB 3D structures and in extended evaluation.
We discuss and conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, existing methods related to associated TF-
TFBS pattern discovery are briefly introduced, followed
by the motivations of unified scores to model associated
patterns.

2.1 Binding Residue Prediction Using 3D Structures

Available 3D structures enable training-based methods to
predict binding residues on the TF (protein) side [8], [9].
They are mainly supervised methods using existing PDB 3D
structures as direct training samples or employ properties
derived from 3D structures such as secondary structures
and solvent accessibility [22], [26]. Three-dimensional
structure-based methods also suffer from the limited
amount of available 3D structures to derive sophisticated
features [26] and potential overfitting problems. Novel
discoveries of binding cores can be prohibited for cases with
no 3D structures available, such as the WRKY binding
domains [27], [28]. Moreover, they are considered one sided
rather than both sided as they usually only predict whether
individual (or di-nucleotide-specific [26]) TF residues bind
or not rather than their associated binding patterns.

2.2 One-Sided Motif Discovery Methods

Motif discovery [29] aims at finding unknown patterns
(de novo motifs) and identify the corresponding motif
occurrences (instances) from a set of protein or DNA
sequences (one sided). Conservation and overrepresenta-
tion are the two main properties to exploit such that the
discovered patterns and instances match real TF binding
domains or bound TFBSs. While TF motif discovery is quite
mature to discover TF binding domains with lengths of tens
of residues [30], [31], TFBS motif discovery is still active and
challenging [32]. There are hundreds of TFBS motif
discovery methods, ranging from suffix-tree based, deter-
ministic ones [33], [34], to artificial intelligence based,
stochastic ones [30], [35]. A number of comprehensive
surveys can be found [1], [29], [36]. Motifs are represented
as consensus strings or PWMs of the residue distributions
[29], and great challenges exist in both modeling (scores)
and optimization (search strategies) to identify biologically
meaningful motifs and regulatory elements. A major
limitation for existing one-sided motif discovery is the lack
of linkage between TFs and TFBSs to reveal information of
the two-sided TF-TFBS binding cores. Nevertheless, the
abundant motif discovery methods provide a wide spec-
trum of one-sided scores to rank and shortlist potential
motifs, such as information content [37], maximal likelihood
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[30], KL-divergence [38], and log odds [34]. Bayesian scores
(see methods) not only are very close to most of the
representative scores [38], but also balance conservation
and overrepresentation well in real and noisy case studies
[39], [40]. There are also consistent advances on motif
representation and modeling [41], [42], [43], [44] potentially
applicable to both TF and TFBS motifs. Besides one-sided
motif discovery, it is intuitive to consider linking TFs and
TFBSs in a both-sided manner to get stronger motif signals
and better understand protein-DNA interaction patterns.

2.3 Associated TF-TFBS Pattern Discovery

Associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery distinguishes itself from
existing structure-based methods and one-sided motif discovery
via performing two-sided motif discovery on TF-TFBS binding
sequences without using structure or domain information. With
binding sequence data widely available in databases such
as TRANSFAC, short and highly conserved TF and TFBS
patterns on both sides can be better exploited than on only
one side to reveal intriguing binding mechanisms [45].
Recently, emerging associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery
methods [10], [19], [20], [21] discover very encouraging
patterns that are verifiable binding cores according to PDB
3D structures as well as testable candidates supported by
other evidence. Note the great challenge is that very short
associated patterns (and their instances) with widths of just
several residues are to be predicted using only binding
sequences of full-length TFs and TFBSs, without using even
domain or familial knowledge. The patterns (and their
instances) are then evaluated against short binding cores
extracted independently from high-resolution 3D structures
that require years of efforts to determine experimentally.

The current methods include association rule mining and
semi-two-sided pattern discovery with existing TFBS
annotations. Association rule mining techniques [25] were
first applied on TRANSFAC [10] to discover exact TF-TFBS
patterns, and later more efficient data structures were
developed for both exact [20] and approximate [21] cases.
Association rule mining measures such as support and
confidence were used to control the resultant pattern sets
but no rankings or individual quantitative scores could be
given. An approximate associated pattern discovery meth-
od [19] was also developed, which took advantage of
existing TFBS motif annotations in TRANSFAC on the TFBS
side, and linked the TF side for associated pattern with a
customized TF core motif discovery algorithm. The simple
core motif discovery algorithm has shown to be consider-
ably better in identifying binding cores in the whole
framework [19] than the other methods aiming at weakly
conserved and TF domain-size motifs [30], [31]. The
associated patterns, discovered at the sequence level with-
out training on any 3D structures, are shown to be highly
predictive and verifiable with binding cores. Therefore, they
provide better insights into core protein-DNA interactions
and reveal novel TF-TFBS binding rules to guide potential
experiments. Besides many other potential applications,
associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery has enabled generic
binding subtype analysis [5] to understand regulatory
mechanisms in greater detail, complementing existing
one-sided studies [46], [47] with potential applications of
mechanistic and disease studies related to specific bindings.

2.4 Motivations

Despite the novelty and success, none of the associated TF-
TFBS pattern discovery studies has proposed any unified
scores to model an associated pattern as a whole
quantitatively. They either employ multiple association
mining measures that collectively cannot be ranked, or
take advantage of existing TFBS motifs available from
TRANSFAC [19] without two-sided unified scores.

The general measures (e.g., support and confidence) in
association rule ming do not capture the biological proper-
ties of motifs directly. Different support and confidence
thresholds in combination can generate different numbers
of patterns that, however, cannot be ranked quantitatively
against each other. While the best achievable verification
performance against binding cores is shown to be promis-
ing [21], how to shortlist the best output patterns in practice
(before they are evaluated against the ground truth)
requires more advanced and domain-specific modeling,
which is still in progress for the association rule mining-
based methods as shown later in the comparisons.

On the other hand, while TRANSFAC TFBS motif
annotations are ready to be used [17], they do not possess
scores that can be intuitively combined with the TF core
motif scores to evaluate the final associated two-sided
patterns. In the previous work [19], as only the annotated
TFBS consensuses (or even PWMs) were used on the DNA
side, the evaluation of the predicted associated patterns
against the binding cores was loose. A predicted pattern
was considered correct as long as its TF side motif instances
were matched and a fixed width portion of the TFBS side
pattern was approximately matched the binding cores, but
there was no information to evaluate the actual associated
TF-TFBS instances (occurrences). In this work, more
detailed and stringent evaluation will be performed on all
the paired TF-TFBS motif instances that can be obtained
with the to-be-proposed unified scores. As a result, the
instance-level verification in this paper is a much more
accurate and stringent evaluation standard than the pre-
vious semipattern level verification. Moreover, as more and
more raw binding data are being generated from high-
throughput experiments, novel associated patterns may not
be discovered only relying on noisy annotations done one
sided in the past.

Unified scores for modeling associated patterns quanti-
tatively are essential from several aspects. Because short-
listing predicted patterns for further investigation and
experiments is necessary due to limited time and resources,
unified scores for both-sided associated pattern modeling
are desirable to evaluate and prioritize top candidates as the
most testable binding cores. The scores are the central part
for modeling and discovering novel associated patterns
effectively as there is increasing need to analyze data
beyond using existing one-sided annotations. Unified
scores will also provide the basis for more advanced direct
TF-TFBS modeling as simple cross linking a small number
of top TF and TFBS patterns may not generate the optimal
associated patterns. As a result, we are highly motivated to
propose effective unified scores for associated TF-TFBS
patterns in an effective pipeline to discover associated
patterns. To validate the proposed unified scores, stringent
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instance-level verification evaluation will be performed on
comprehensive ground truth to show the effectiveness of
the scores in ranking predicted patterns to match real
binding cores. The detailed methodology is presented in the
following section.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, we present the methodology of modeling
associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery with unified scores,
followed by the details of each component.

3.1 TF and TFBS Data Sets

Similar to our previous work [10], [19], we employ
TRANSFAC Professional 2009.4 [17] for our experiments.
There were 7,664 TFs and 26,786 corresponding bound
TFBSs in total after entries without sequences were
discarded. To retain high-quality data, only TFBS sequences
no shorter than 8 with TRANSFAC quality levels 1-3
(smaller the better) were adopted. TFs with fewer than five
TFBS sequences were discarded. After preprocessing, we
have one TF data set with 607 full-length TF sequences
(average length 488) for the whole TRANSFAC. Each TF
sequence can be uniquely identified by its accession ID, for
example, T00017, referred to as a TF entry. Each TF entry
corresponds to a TFBS data set containing all the TFBS
sequences it binds, which are labeled by their IDs, for
example, R00207, R03135, ..., and the data set is named after
the TF entry ID, as shown in the upper left of Fig. 1. Note
the TFBS data sets contain the raw TFBS regions extracted
from experiments, which are usually longer than the final
TFBS motifs and can be over one hundred bp long. The TF
data set and all the 607 TFBS data sets are the input to our
method, and except the binding sequence information, no
extra TF family, domain, or structure information is used.
The processed input data are available in our supplemen-
tary website, which is available at http://www.cse.cuhk.
edu.hk/~tmchan/patternscores/.

The overall method is shown in Fig. 1. First, extended
core motif discovery based on our previous work [19] is
applied on the TF data set and all the 607 TFBS Data sets,
respectively (Fig. 1, Part 1). Then, all the TF and TFBS motifs
are linked to form the associated patterns and calculate the
unified scores (Fig. 1, Part 2). Because of additivity of the
proposed unified scores, the associated pattern can be
efficiently scored from the TF and TFBS scores. All
associated patterns are then ranked and the top N patterns
are shortlisted as the output, where N is user specified
(Fig. 1, Part 3). The components are presented as follows:

3.2 TF and TFBS Core Motif Discovery

The effective customized core motif discovery algorithm of
our previous work [19] is employed and extended for both
TFs and TFBSs in the pipeline, as illustrated in Fig. 1, Part 1.
Different from the existing one-sided motif discovery
methods, the customized algorithm was developed to aim
at very short and highly conserved patterns likely to be
binding cores, to minimize the scattering of instance errors,
and to consider the hydrophobicity properties of the TF
motifs. As a result, it has showed significantly better
verification performance in associated TF-TFBS pattern

discovery on the TF side than the existing methods [30],
[31], which on the opposite aim at long and weakly

conserved domain-level motifs. Moreover, by extending
our previous effective algorithm, we can better focus on the

effectiveness of the proposed unified scores in modeling
associated TF-TFBS patterns.

The core motif discovery algorithm is extended to work
on the TFBS sequence data sets, as TRANSFAC TFBS motif

annotations are no longer used. In the TFBS data sets, the
raw TFBS region sequences are much shorter than those

input sequences expected by a traditional TFBS motif
discovery algorithm. Therefore, sophisticated methods

considering long input and weak motifs [30], [40], [42],
[48] may be overkills for the short and highly conserved

core motifs. It is also beneficial to consistently employ the
core motif discovery algorithm on the TFBS side to better

focus on the unified scores in modeling. On the other hand,
advanced TFBS motif discovery methods targeting for short

motifs [34], [49] can be further investigated to improve and

generalize the scores. For example, the Weeder released
version discovers short TFBS motifs voted from several

similar ones [34], and unifying the different log odds from
multiple motifs is worth investigating for associated TF-

TFBS patterns in future work.
The basic core motif discovery algorithm was detailed in

[19]. It accepts two major parameters: the motif width W

and the maximal error E allowed for any TFBS instance. For
input sequences of alphabet � (either amino acids for TFs or

nucleotides for TFBSs) and any W -width motif with a set of

motif instances (the so-called answers) A, each with
Hamming distance � E from the motif, the algorithm

iteratively chooses a subset A0 from A to maximize the
Bayesian motif score [39] Scr as follows:

Scr ¼ jA0j
XW
a¼1

X
b2�

�a;b log
�a;b

�0;b
þ log

p

1� p� 1

 !
: ð1Þ

� is the position weight matrix of A0, where �a;b represents

the frequency of residue b 2 � at column a 2 ½1;W �, and �0;b

is the background (i.e., input) frequency of residue b. jSj is

the total residue number of the data set, and p ¼ jA0j=jSj is

the abundance ratio. The score Scr reflects log posterior
probability of having � and A0 with a noninformative prior

and captures both conservation and overrepresentation.
The algorithm is extended as follows: Different from

previous work, ALL similar core motifs are merged into

nonredundant ones and output, each containing its in-
stances and sequence labels as illustrated in the top right of

Fig. 1. By doing so, we will not miss any potential TF or
TFBS side motif candidates for the association part. To

remove redundant core motifs, if any two motifs are with
Hamming distance �20 percent of W or they share

�80 percent instances, only the one with higher Scr will

be kept. It is a natural requirement that a nontrivial motif
has to have more than one instance (corresponding to

minimal support minSupport ¼ 2 in association rule
mining). Naturally, the hydrophobicity properties check

for amino acids is applicable to only TF cases, while DNA
reverse complements are considered only for TFBS cases.
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3.3 Unified Scores for Associated Patterns

The proposed unified (two-sides) scores are calculated when
the corresponding TF and TFBS motifs are associated
together, as illustrated in Fig. 1, Part 2. For each TF core

motif T output by the customized algorithm in Part 1, its

Bayesian motif score is ScrðT Þ, for example, Motif 16: CKGFF

Scr: 202 (rounded for simplicity). Each motif instance Ti of T

corresponds to a TF sequence (entry), which has the
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Fig. 1. Associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery illustration (motif width W ¼ 5, and maximal instance error E ¼ 1 for both the TF and the TFBS sides):
1. Core motif discovery on TFs and TFBSs, respectively; 2. Association of TF and TFBS core motifs based on the unified score (sum); 3. Top N
associated patterns ranked and output; 4. Evaluation of verification ratios with PDB structures. The figure reflects real TRANSFAC statistics and
scores (rounded), except the illustration in the evaluation. The number following X, for example, X435, means the number of actually paired TF-
TFBS instances (occurrences), which is used for stringent instance-level verification. The TF number below, for example, 28 TFs, indicates the
number of distinct TF entries involved.



corresponding TFBS data set, for example, T00117. For the
TFBS data set, TFBS core motifs fCig have been scored and
output, for example, fTGAAC; TGACC; TGTCC . . .g for
T00117. For every possible associated pattern T -C, for
example, CKGFF-TGACC, we calculate its unified score
and obtain their corresponding TF-TFBS instances (occur-
rences). We propose two unified scores based on combining
the TF and TFBS motif Bayesian scores in an additive
manner. First, the “sum” unified score is proposed and
defined as the sum of the TF motif score and all the
corresponding TFBS motif scores

sumðT -CÞ ¼ ScrðT Þ þ
X
Ti

ScrðC in TiÞ; ð2Þ

where Ti represents the TFBS data set named after the TF
entry that is instance i of TF motif T . For example, the sum
score for CKGFF-TGACC is ScrðCKGFF Þ ¼ 202 plus
ScrðTGACCÞ ¼ 108 ranked second in T00117, plus
ScrðTGACCÞ ¼ 45 ranked 31st in T00372, plus 0 as TGACC
is not found in T00373 . . . , resulting in ScrðCKGFF -
TGACCÞ ¼ 202þ 108þ 45þ 0þ � � � ¼ 2;003. Two motifs
may be reverse complements of each other, and only the
one with the higher Scr is added once—they may have
different scores because their log ratios against the back-
ground may be different. While ScrðC in TiÞ (¼ 0 if C is not
present in Ti) can be treated as independent and added,
adding ScrðT Þ may impose oversimplistic independence on
the TF-TFBS dependence. Nevertheless, the proposed sum
with additivity enables efficient computation and shows
very promising verification results. It serves as a baseline
model for more advanced scores in the future.

We also define another heuristic “normalized” unified
score to balance different TFBS data set sizes as follows:

normðT -CÞ ¼ ScrðT Þ=NðT Þ þ
X
Ti

ScrðC in TiÞ=NðTiÞ; ð3Þ

where NðT Þ means the number of sequences in the TF data
set of T, i.e., NðT Þ ¼ 607 in our experiments, and NðTiÞ the
number of sequences in the TFBS data set of the TF entry Ti.

With the additivity of the proposed unified scores, the TF
and TFBS core motif discovery parts can be done
independently, and effectively linked afterward to calculate
the unified scores. While nonadditive scores are also
possible choices, current additive scores ensure efficient
computation for the top-scored associated patterns from the
top one-sided patterns without exhaustive enumerations,
and show encouraging verification results as presented
later. We can easily make tradeoffs about how many TF or
TFBS motifs to consider in association. In our setting, we
consider up to the top 10,000 TF motifs and for each Ti data
set, the top 10 TFBS motifs for efficiency, because each TFBS
data set corresponds to one particular TF and there are not
likely many top TFBS motifs. Although the contribution of
ScrðTGACCÞ ¼ 45 ranked 31st in T00372 would be missed,
candidates ranked low generally have insignificant effects
on rankings, for example, the actual sum score 2,003,
calculated without T00372, is the second highest.

The associated patterns with their paired TF-TFBS
instances are then ranked and output, as illustrated in
Fig. 1 Part 3. Different from our previous work [19] that

only kept the TFBS consensuses, our current pipeline not
only keeps the associated patterns but also retrieves the
actually paired up (associated) TF-TFBS instances according
to their binding relationship in the experiment data. As a
result, more detailed and stringent verification is enabled to
evaluate the unified scores. In particular, all the TF-TFBS
binding dependency at the instance level is maintained,
and the number of actually paired TF-TFBS instances
(occurrences) as well as the number of distinct TF entries
involved are stored for each pattern. For example, in Fig. 1
Part 3, pair CKGFF-TGACC has X435 instances involving
28 (distinct) TF entries.

To remove noise and shortlist the top patterns, various
control settings are employed. To remove potential sample
noise, we introduce a min count threshold M. If an
associated pattern has none of its instance pairs with a TF
entry count �M, the pattern is discarded. We evaluated
M ¼ 5; 7 in our parameter analysis. The top N (¼ 200 in the
example) patterns to output can be set considering various
resource limits and priorities. For each unique and non-
redundant TF core motif, we can choose the only one K ¼ 1
or multiple (e.g., K ¼ 5) of the top scored TFBS core motif
(s) to be associated. By setting K ¼ 1, we have a very
stringent selection criterion keeping only one top TF-unique
associated pattern; while setting K ¼ 5, we have more
associated pattern candidates for the same unique TF core
motif. If different K settings show high verification
performance, then that means the unified scores reflect
the true binding cores accurately and consistently.

3.4 Evaluation with Binding Cores from PDB
Structures

The predicted associated TF-TFBS patterns are evaluated
with the binding cores extracted independently from PDB
structures in a stringent instance-level manner. Since in
our previous works, the associated patterns, discovered
from sequences only, have shown to match well with
familial and domain-level information [5], [10], [19], we
directly evaluate them using the most precise criteria of
matching the instances with binding cores, which are the
tiny critical interaction fractions (interfaces) extracted from
the high-resolution 3D structures. The PDB binding core
verification used here is independent and the most stringent
ever for evaluating associated TF-TFBS pattern discovery
[10], [19], [21].

To evaluate an associated patterns with respect to their
TF-TFBS instance pairs, binding cores (protein-DNA se-
quence pairs surrounding their bonding residues) from the
3D structures in PDB were extracted as the verification data
following our previous work [19]. Forty thousand two
hundred and twenty-two pairs were extracted from the
1,290 PDB protein-DNA complex structures. Each pair
consists of two associated protein and DNA substrings
(both with widths 9 in our experiments to tolerate shifted
cores discovered) where the closest atom pair of the center
residues is within 3.5 �A [8], [9]. There are two verification
measures: one on the TF side (one sided) and the other on
both TF-TFBS sides (two sided). For instance pair t-c with
instance count x, for example, CKGFF-TGACC with count
435, if t on the TF side is found to be contained in certain
interacting protein-DNA pairs, the pair is verified on the TF
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side. Given a verified t, its paired c on the TFBS side is

further check if it appears in the corresponding protein-

DNA pairs within maximal error E. If so, the whole pair t-c

is verified on both sides with x instances. The count of all

instance pairs verified on the TF side (both sides) over all

instance pair count represent the TF verification ratio

(percentage) RTF (TF-TFBS both-side verification ratio

Rboth, the most stringent measure). For example, pair CKGFF-

TGACC is verified on both sides (including the TF side),

illustrated by green circles on the left and right, respectively.

CKGFF-TGAGC with count 5 is also verified on both sides

approximately (E ¼ 1). CEGFF is not verified so the whole

pair with count 5 is not verified, illustrated by red crosses on

both sides. If there are only these three unique instance

pairs, RTF ¼ Rboth ¼ ð435þ 5Þ=ð435þ 5þ 5Þ ¼ 0:99. For N

output associated patterns, we can get the average RTF and

Rboth for evaluation. PDB structures are invaluable but not

complete verification sources to evaluate the discovered

patterns. We will introduce extended verification in the

experimental results.
Note that both percentages RTF and Rboth here are

instance-level measures, more stringent and more precise of

prediction performance than pattern-level or semipattern

level measures. In previous work [19], RTF was on the

instance level, but the relaxed semipattern level RTF�TFBS
did not have nor evaluate the TFBS instance information for

paired TF-TFBS instances. In particular, an associated

pattern was considered verified on both sides more easily,

as long as the TFBS side consensus (�W ) taken from

TRANSFAC could be partially verified (any substring in

width W ) after the TF side had been verified. Degenerate

IUPAC ambiguity residues frequently happened and the

old verification criteria were loose. In this work, all TFBS

instances belonging to an associated pattern need to be

examined exactly in width W , and any unmatched paired

instances would strictly decrease Rboth.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we introduce the experiment settings, report
the experimental results and evaluate the performance with
extended and PBM data verifications introduced.

4.1 Experiment Settings

We experimented widths W ¼ 5; 6 and maximal errors E ¼
0; 1 for both TF and TFBS core motifs. The same settings
were employed for both TF and TFBS sides because they
were considered equally important and conserved as the
potential binding cores. While we employed the intuitive
settings consistent to our previous works to better focus on
the unified scores in this study, different W and E settings
for TFs and TFBSs can be explored in the future work. The
short form, W5E0, for example, represents settings with
W ¼ 5, E ¼ 0. The sum and normalized unified scores
were compared and analyzed. For each nonredundant TF
core motif, it could be associated with multiple (K ¼ 5) or
the single (K ¼ 1) top TFBS core motifs in the experimental
results. Different top N scored associated patterns were
output and evaluated, ranging from 200 to 10. Min count
thresholds M ¼ 5; 7 were examined, which control that an
output associated pattern must contain instance pairs with
TF entry count �M. More results of N up to 500 are
available in the supplementary data, available online.

4.2 PDB Structure Verification Results

The verification performance comparisons of the “sum” and
“normalized” unified scores are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for
the settings of width W ¼ 5 and the min count threshold
M ¼ 7. The results of K ¼ 5 are shown in Fig. 2. Discovered
at the sequence level based purely on binding relationship
without any structure, domain, or familial knowledge, the
top N � 200 scored associated patterns show high verifica-
tion ratios to match binding cores (interacting protein-DNA
pairs) extracted from 3D structures. Note that for the
stringent setting W5E0, TF-TFBS instance pairs of an
associated pattern have to match exactly with certain
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Fig. 2. Comparison of verification ratios between sum and normalized unified scores (W ¼ 5, K ¼ 5). Vertical axis indicates the verification ratio and
horizontal axis indicates N.

Fig. 3. Comparison of verification ratios between sum and normalized unified scores (W ¼ 5, K ¼ 1). Vertical axis indicates the verification ratio and
horizontal axis indicates N.



binding cores on both sides to be verified. For the top N

results of W5E0 except some small variations possibly due
to noises, higher unified score sums, in general, have higher
average verification ratios: In Fig. 2a, RTF ¼ 68% for the top
100 patterns, 80 percent for the top 50, and 100 percent for
the top 10; in Fig. 2c, Rboth ¼ 58% for the top 100, 76 percent
for the top 50, and 100 percent for the top 10. For W5E1
with relaxed approximate verification on the TFBS side (TF
instances still have to be exact matches), more variations are
shown in the trend. The top sum score still has generally
excellent correlation with the top verification ratios,
for example, in Fig. 2d Rboth ¼ 62% for the top 200 patterns,
83 percent for the top 50, and 100 percent for the top 10. For
results of K ¼ 1 shown in Fig. 3, the criterion is much more
stringent as only one single TFBS core motif (i.e., K ¼ 1) can
be selected and associated with a unique TF core motif for
the highest unified score. The verification ratios decrease
and more variations are shown for different N values.
Nevertheless, the trend of higher sum unified scores
corresponding to higher verification ratios still holds in
general, where the top 10 sum scored patterns again have
the best average RTF and Rboth in both W5E0 and W5E1

settings. While high normalized unified scores do not
correlate with the PDB verification ratios as well as the sum
scores, we will investigate into this in the extended
verification section.

While Rboth can be considered as the true-positive rate or
the precision, it is not trivial to obtain the accurate false-
positive rate (FPR) as the PDB 3D structures are not
complete. Nevertheless, even using a conservative standard
to consider 1-Rboth as the upper bound FPR before more
evidence is introduced (see Section 4.4), the verification
performance for the sum score is still good with FPR � 0:1
for the top 20 results (K ¼ 5 in Figs. 2c and 2d).

The sensitivity of the control parameter to remove
sample noise (min count M) is investigated here. The
verification ratios for thresholds M ¼ 5 (M5) and M ¼ 7
(M7) are illustrated with settings W5E0, K ¼ 1 in Fig. 4.
Despite the opposite trends for the different unified scores
to be analyzed next, M values only slightly affect the
verification performance when N � 50. For the top N � 50
results, the verification ratios are almost the same for M5
and M7. This is intuitive as patterns with more diverse TF
evidence from TRANSFAC, i.e., larger M, are more likely to
have available 3D structures for verification. On the other
hand, M ¼ 7 is more stringent and fewer patterns are
output if we need up to the N ¼ 500 top patterns. Other
results available in the supplementary data, available
online, show similar conclusions. As we focus on the top
N � 200, the experiment results are all with M ¼ 7.

4.3 PDB Verification Comparison with Previous
Works

To compare our current work with the existing methods in
Table 1, the previous loose results were reestimated
according to our most stringent criteria of verification
performance. As mentioned in Sections 2.4 and 3.4, the
current association rule ming [21] and annotation-based
pattern discovery [19] methods did not have unified scores
to rank the results, and they used loose criteria to measure
only the pattern- or semipattern-level verification perfor-
mance. As a result, their reported evaluation results were
not directly comparable to the results in this work. To
demonstrate the verification performance of the unified
scores, we recompiled the previous results and estimated
their verification ratios Rboth according to certain quantita-
tive rankings.

For the association rule mining methods [20], [21] where
pattern scores were not available, we employed the
extended working version of [20], [21]. The current
improved version has introduced p-values (in-progress
details not shown) to score and rank the patterns and
demonstrated the best instance-level verification perfor-
mance, not just the best achievable one. Because the
working version only applies to exact patterns (i.e.,
E ¼ 0), the results corresponding to W5E0 were compared.
P-value thresholds were selected such that the numbers of
the output top W ¼ 5 associated patterns were closest to
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Fig. 4. Examination on M ¼ 5; 7. Vertical axis indicates the verification
ratio (RTF or Rboth) and horizontal axis indicates N.

TABLE 1
PDB Rboth Comparison of the Top N Scored Patterns

�Estimated instance-level performance; inside the parentheses is the
loose semipattern level performance before normalization by the
shortest TFBS consensus widths.



N ¼ 10; 20 in Table 1. The results were comparable to some
K > 1 settings, but we just compared them to the most
stringent setting of K ¼ 1 in order not to favor the results of
this work.

As no instance-level information was included for the
annotation-based results [19], we estimated the more
stringent instance-level performance. First, we removed
redundancy by merging similar (with Hamming distance
�20 percent of the width W ) TF-side motifs. Second, we
estimated their (loose) instance-level performance normal-
ized by the minimal TFBS consensus lengths. The normal-
ization was done because in the previous verification, the
annotated TFBS-side consensus was usually longer than W

and the associated pattern was considered matched as long
as any W -substring of the TFBS consensus was matched
with the binding cores. Finally, the top N patterns were
shortlisted using the highest TF-side motif score of all the
merged similar associated patterns. As a result, many
similar associated patterns in [19] were merged into a single
pattern under the nonredundant settings in this study, and
their verification ratios were averaged and then normalized.
The reported 774 patterns for W5E0 and the 2,559 patterns
for W5E1 were reduced to 200 and 312 nonredundant ones
respectively, comparable to K ¼ 1 settings in this work.

The comparisons of TF-TFBS verification ratios Rboth are
summarized in Table 1. Without the unified scores, there is
still much room for the (improved) association rule mining
methods to approach the best achievable performance. With
only the one-side TF scores for the TFBS annotation-based
method, the top output results do not necessarily corre-
spond to the high estimated verification performance. The
results demonstrate the importance and superiority of the unified
scores to quantitatively model and evaluate the associated patterns
in an overall manner. The proposed sum score is the most
effective in shortlisting the top associated patterns that are
verifiable with the binding cores extracted from PDB 3D
structures. Interestingly, the normalized score shows
comparable performance for N ¼ 200 results but much
lower performance for N ¼ 10. It will be investigated in the
following extended verification.

4.4 Extended Verification Results and Analysis

Extended verification was introduced to further analyze
the top patterns not to be verified with any PDB structures.
Annotations and literature surveys were employed to
better evaluate the results. By grouping all 1-residue
shifted patterns with the top N ¼ 100 normalized scores
without matching any PDB binding cores, we summarized
11 concatenated TF-TFBS patterns to be investigated with
TRANSFAC and Uniprot [50] binding domain annotations
as well as manual literature surveys. For a concatenated
pattern, we first obtained the hosting TF information by
scanning TRANSFAC, searched Uniprot, and checked if
the TF-side pattern is within an annotated domain of the
corresponding TF. We further checked if the specific
pattern including the TFBS side is supported by literature,
of not only direct interactions but also specificity critical for
bindings. Part of them are listed in Table 2, with detailed
information available in the supplementary data, available
online. Three out of the 11 patterns do not have known
support. By including the extended evidence in the
verification on TF side and both sides, we obtained the
average extended verification ratios RExtTF and RExtboth as
shown in Figs. 5 (K ¼ 5) and 6 (K ¼ 1), respectively. Both
sum and normalized unified scores show consistent and
increased verification ratios. The uptrend of higher scores
matching higher verification performance is better ob-
served for normalized scores compared with Figs. 2 and 3.
The upper bound FDRs are further reduced with the
extended verification.

As for the best ranked patterns within the top 10 normal-
ized scores without previous PDB verification, they are
generally shorter matches to the first pattern shown in
Table 2, which have been shown to match binding cores by
homology modeling [10]. Another notable pattern,
WRKYG-GTCAA, is ranked 50th with normalized scores
and 69th with sum, respectively, in the W5E0, K ¼ 1
settings, and ranked 96th (normalized) and 166th (sum),
respectively, in W5E1, K ¼ 1 settings. The pattern is
consistently found in WRKY proteins sharing the WRKY
DNA binding domains [27]. Without existing binding
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Fig. 5. Comparison of extended (Ext) verification ratios between sum and normalized unified scores (W ¼ 5, K ¼ 5). Vertical axis indicates the
verification ratio and horizontal axis indicates N.

TABLE 2
Selected Protein-DNA Patterns with Annotations and Literature Surveys

(Y)—supported by literature; (N)—no known support.



structures in PDB, the invariant WRKYGQK sequence
present in all WRKY domains is required for DNA binding,
and in direct contact it recognizes the known W-box
consensus sequence (T)TTGACY, where Y is C/T, (i.e.,
[A/G]GTCAA(A) in reverse complement) [28]. Therefore,
the normalized score ranks WRKYG-GTCAA better than
sum and both discover the real and novel binding cores
within their top 100 patterns.

4.5 PBM Data Verification

As a proof of concept for the setting W5E0 (K ¼ 1, the sum
score), we employed PBM data [4] to investigate the
93 patterns (out of the 206 outputs) that were not verified
even in the extended verification, i.e., RExtboth ¼ 0. PBM
data contain in vitro DNA binding specificities for
406 nonredundant protein domains. Although TF binding
core information is not readily available, TFBS 8-mers are
quantitatively measured for their binding affinities. Each
pattern was evaluated on the TFBS side (including reverse
complements), given the TF side was matched with a
particular PBM protein domain. As a result, 12 out of the
93 were verified to match the top one PBM 8-mers, and
41 verified to match within the top 10 8-mers with the
highest binding affinities. Therefore, the patterns with high
unified scores are likely to be real binding TFBS cores
supported by PBM.

4.6 Practical Suggestions

Some suggestions are provided for practitioners to use the
unified scores. In general, the sum score better correlates to
and matches verification ratios and shows considerably
better Rboth than the normalized score. Both proposed scores
show a high level of match with the verification perfor-
mance if extra evidence is considered and are both
promising as the basis models for general associated TF-
TFBS patterns. In a stringent setting (K ¼ 1), the normalized
score sometimes outperforms the sum score in its top
patterns with respect to RExtboth. The possible reason of the
discrepancy between sum and normalized scores is
described as follows: The normalized score suppresses the
effect of unbalanced sample sizes and favors the conserva-
tion of the patterns. While it is natural to expect that cases
with more experiments done are more likely to have been
investigated at the structure level, the sum score better
matches verification ratios purely on PDB structures. On the
other hand, the normalized score can be useful in exploring
novel associated patterns without related PDB structures. In
summary, the sum score is suggested to verify predicted
associated pattern that have abundant binding samples and
are considered to be closely related to existing evidence,

for example, PDB structures. The normalized score is
suggested to explore novel patterns with few related 3D
structures. Besides identifying intriguing TF-TFBS binding
cores demonstrated in this paper, the unified scores can be
used to enrich and improve the 3D structure-based binding
residue prediction [8], [26]. They can guide experiments to
determine 3D binding structures [12] and also serve as a
formal basis for binding (allele-specific) subtype analysis
[5], [47] to decipher regulatory and disease mechanisms.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed sum and normalized
unified scores to model associated TF-TFBS patterns in
general. Due to the additivity of the scores, an effective
pipeline has been developed to retrieve the TF and TFBS
paired instances corresponding to the core motifs discov-
ered on each side. With the additive unified scores in
association, the top associated TF-TFBS patterns can be
efficiently discovered by considering the top one-sided core
motifs, with no need to search low score combinations
exhaustively. The scores provide accurate rankings and the
method serves as a general tool for identifying binding
cores and rules.

The unified sum score has shown excellent correlation
and matching with high verification ratios on PDB
structures. The importance of unified scores has been
demonstrated in comparison with the previous methods
without two-sided scores. With extended verification from
annotations and thorough literature surveys, both the sum
and normalized unified scores have shown consistently
high verification ratios, for example, 87 and 86 percent,
respectively, for the top 50 patterns under approximate
settings. The top patterns discovered are confirmed to
match the known WRKY binding cores that now have no
available PDB complex structures. Further investigation
using in vivo PBM data further confirms the effectiveness of
the patterns with high unified scores.

To our knowledge, it is the first time anyone has
developed unified scores to directly model associated
patterns since our exploitation of binding sequences from
TRANSFAC. There are some great opportunities to explore
high-throughput (ChIP-seq and PBM) data beyond
TRANSFAC. The associated pattern discovery methodol-
ogy with the unified scores is open (processed data sets,
results, and program sources are available) for improve-
ment with more advanced modeling and efficient data
structures in future work on high-throughput data such as
PBM. Advanced motif models [43], [44] and discovery
methods aiming at short and highly conserved motifs [34]
will be explored and incorporated into the associated
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Fig. 6. Comparison of extended (Ext) verification ratios between sum and normalized unified scores (W ¼ 5, K ¼ 1). Vertical axis indicates the
verification ratio and horizontal axis indicates N.



pattern discovery framework in the future work. The
general principle of associated pattern discovery may also
be applicable to other problems such as allele-specific [51]
and splicing-binding [52] associations and to enhance
protein-DNA binding energy modeling.
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